Medium Term Plan Year 4 5 6
Art/DT

Music
Science

History

Spring 2 Ancient Greeks and Polar Regions

Can I sketch a mythical creature
using scale drawings of animals
for perspective?
Can I appraise traditional Greek
music?
LIGHT ST
recognise that light appears to
travel in straight lines

Who were the ancient Greeks?
Who were the Greek Gods?

How did the Olympic Games
begin?
Geography Can I locate Greece on a world
map and recognise the capital
city and other landmarks using 46 figure grid references?
English
Summarising what we have read
Reading
Making suitable predictions

English
Writing

English
GPS

Can I create a clay model
using a range of tools to
create texture and joins?

Trip to be arranged

LIGHT ST
use the idea that light
travels in straight lines to
explain that objects are
seen because they give out
or reflect light into the eye
Greek Culture

LIGHT ST
explain that we see things
because light travels from light
sources to our eyes or from
light sources to objects and
then to our eyes

LIGHT ST
use the idea that light travels
in straight lines to explain why
shadows have the same shape
as the objects that cast them.

Can I locate the polar regions on
a map?

The effect of global warming
and climate change on the
environment.

How did Ancient Greece
change the world?

Can I explore ice as a landscape
Who let the Gods out?
VIPERS comprehension.

Making inferences
Character and Setting description Narrative Writing

Creating atmosphere and mood
I S P A C E clauses.

Persuasive holiday
brochure.
Use of “ “
Relative Clauses
Expanded Noun phrases
and their position within a
sentence

Modal Verbs

Maths

Position, Direction and Coordinates.

AFOOREST
Statistics – percentages
and Ratio – reading graphs
and tables.

Year 4/5 Multiplication and
division
Year 5/6 division and
percentages, fractions and
decimals.

RE

The living differences 3 IOW
curriculum

Rev Marcus bible stories
assembly weekly

